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Description

TP-Link | Archer C24 | AC750 Dual-Band Wi-Fi Router 
The Archer C24 is an AC750 Dual-Band Wi-Fi Router that offers high-speed Wi-Fi, making it perfect for HD video streaming and
high-speed downloading. Its dual-band capability ensures efficient performance across multiple devices, providing a smooth
and reliable online experience. The router is equipped with 4× antennas, enabling far-reaching Wi-Fi coverage and establishing
stable connections throughout the area. 

 

This versatile router supports Multi-Mode 3 in 1, offering Router, Access Point, and Range Extender modes, giving users the
flexibility to adapt to different networking requirements. It also comes with parental controls, allowing users to manage and
control internet access for connected devices, making it a great option for families. Moreover, the Archer C24 includes a guest
network feature, providing separate access for guests while ensuring the security of the main network.  

 

To enhance the streaming experience, the router supports IGMP Proxy/Snooping, Bridge, and Tag VLAN, ensuring smooth HD
streaming and optimized IPTV streaming. Additionally, the Archer C24 is compatible with IPv6, the latest Internet Protocol
version, ensuring future-proof compatibility with evolving technologies. With its compact and mountable design, the Archer C24
not only saves space but also complements any décor, making it a practical and aesthetically pleasing addition to any home or
office setup.

FEATURES
High-Speed Wi-Fi: AC750 dual-band is ideal for HD video streaming, high-speed downloading
Far-Reaching Coverage: 4× antennas deliver far-reaching Wi-Fi and reliable connections
Multi-Mode 3 in 1: Supports Router, Access Point, and Range Extender to add flexibilities
Parental Controls: Manages when and how connected devices can access the internet
Guest Network: Provides separate access for guests while securing the host network
Smooth HD Streaming: Supports IGMP Proxy/Snooping, Bridge and Tag VLAN to optimize IPTV streaming
IPv6 Supported: Compatible with the IPv6 (the latest Internet Protocol version 6)
Compact and Mountable: Designed to conserve space and complement any décor

WARRANTY
3-Years Manufacturer’s Warranty
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